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Coupled systems - Description

Here mT = [l, 1, 1, 0, 0, 01 if we use the notation in Chapter 12. Now it is .... (19.95). This system may be solved in the usual manner for al and u2 and recurrence. 
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19 Coupled systems



19.1 Coupled problems



- definition and classification



Frequently two or more physical systems interact with each other, with the independent solution of any one system being impossible without simultaneous solution of the others. Such systems are known as coupled and of course such coupling may be weak or strong depending on the degree of interaction. An obvious ‘coupled’ problem is that of dynamic fluid-structure interaction. Here neither the fluid nor the structural system can be solved independently of the other due to the unknown interface forces. A definition of coupled systems may be generalized to include a wide range of problems and their numerical discretization as:’



Coupled systems and formulations are those applicable to multiple domains and dependent variables which usually (but not always) describe diflerent physical phenomena and in which (a) neither domain can be solved while separated from the other; (b) neither set of dependent variables can be explicitly eliminated at the diyerential equation level. The reader may well contrast this with definitions of mixed and irreducible formulations given in Chapter 11 and find some similarities. Clearly ‘mixed’ and ‘coupled’ formulations are analogous, with the main difference being that in the former elimination of some dependent variables is possible at the governing differential equation level. In the coupled system a full analytical solution or inversion of a (discretized) single system is necessary before such elimination is possible. Indeed, a further distinction can be made. In coupled systems the solution of any single system is a well-posed problem and is possible when the variables corresponding to the other system are prescribed. This is not always the case in mixed formulations. It is convenient to classify coupled systems into two categories:



Class I. This class contains problems in which coupling occurs on domain interfaces via the boundary conditions imposed there. Generally the domains describe different physical situations but it is possible to consider coupling between
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domains that are physically similar in which different discretization processes have been used. Class 11. This class contains problems in which the various domains overlap (totally or partially). Here the coupling occurs through the governing differential equations describing different physical phenomena. Typical of the first category are the problems of fluid-structure interaction illustrated in Fig. 19.l(a) where physically different problems interact and also



Fig. 19.1 Class I problems with coupling via interfaces (shown as thick line).
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Fig. 19.2 Class II problems with coupling in overlapping domains.



structure-structure interactions of Fig. 19.1(b) where the interface simply divides arbitrarily chosen regions in which different numerical discretizations are used. The need for the use of different discretization may arise from different causes. Here for instance: 1. Different finite element meshes may be advantageous to describe the subdomains. 2. Different procedures such as the combination of boundary method and finite elements in respective regions may be computationally desirable. 3. Domains may simply be divided by the choice of different time-stepping procedures, e.g. of an implicit and explicit kind.



In the second category, typical problems are illustrated in Fig. 19.2. One of these is that of metal extrusion where the plastic flow is strongly coupled with the temperature field while at the same time the latter is influenced by the heat generated in the plastic flow. This problem will be considered in more detail in Volume 2 but is included to illustrate a form of coupling that commonly occurs in analyses of solids. The other problem shown in Fig. 19.2 is that of soil dynamics (earthquake response of a dam) in which the seepage flow and pressures interact with the dynamic behaviour of the soil ‘skeleton’.
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We observe that, in the examples illustrated, motion invariably occurs. Indeed, the vast majority of coupled problems involve such transient behaviour and for this reason the present chapter will only consider this area. It will thus follow and expand the analysis techniques presented in Chapters 17 and 18. As the problems encountered in coupled analysis of various kinds are similar, we shall focus the presentation on three examples: 1. fluid-structure interaction (confined to small amplitudes); 2. soil-fluid interaction; 3. implicit-explicit dynamic analysis of a structure where the separation involves the process of temporal discretization.



In these problems all the typical features of coupled analysis will be found and extension to others will normally follow similar lines. In Volume 2 we shall, for instance, deal in more detail with the problem of coupled metal forming2 and the reader will discover the similarities. As a final remark, it is worthwhile mentioning that problems such as linear thermal stress analysis to which we have referred frequently in this volume are not coupled in the terms defined here. In this the stress analysis problem requires a knowledge of the temperature field but the temperature problem can be solved independently of the stress field.$ Thus the problem decouples in one direction. Many examples of truly coupled problems will be found in available books. 4-6



19.2 f hid-structure interaction (Class I problem) 19.2.1 General remarks and fluid behaviour equations The problem of fluid-structure interaction is a wide one and covers many forms of fluid which, as yet, we have not discussed in any detail. The consideration of problems in which the fluid is in substantial motion is deferred until Volume 3 and, thus, we exclude at this stage such problems as flutter where movement of an aerofoil influences the flow pattern and forces around it leading to possible instability. For the same reason we also exclude here the ‘singing wire’ problem in which the shedding of vortices reacts with the motion of the wire. However, in a very considerable range of problems the fluid displacement remains small while interaction is substantial. In this category fall the first two examples of Fig. 19.1 in which the structural motions influence and react with the generation of pressures in a reservoir or a container. A number of symposia have been entirely devoted to this class of problems which is of considerable engineering interest, and here fortunately considerable simplifications are possible in the description of the fluid phase. References 7-22 give some typical studies.



t In a general setting the temperature field does depend upon the strain rate. However, these terms are not included in the form presented in this volume and in many instances produce insignificant changes to the so~ution.~
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In such problems it is possible to write the dynamic equations of fluid behaviour simply as (19.1) where v is the fluid velocity, pis the fluid density andp the pressure. In postulating the above we have assumed 1. that the density p varies by a small amount only so may be considered constant; 2. that velocities are small enough for convective effects to be omitted; 3. that viscous effects by which deviatoric stresses are introduced can be neglected in the fluid. The reader can in fact note that with the preceding assumption Eq. (19.1) is a special form of a more general relation (described in Chapter 1 of Volume 3). The continuity equation based on the same assumption is pdivv



G



8P p VTv = -at



(19.2)



and noting that Pp dp=-d K



(19.3)



where K is the bulk modulus, we can write (19.4) Elimination of v between (19.1) and (19.4) gives the well-known Helmholtz equation governing the pressure p: (19.5) where



-



c=



{;



(19.6)



denotes the speed of sound in the fluid. The equations described above are the basis of acoustic problems.



19.2.2 Boundary conditions for the fluid. Coupling and radiation In Fig. 19.3 we focus on the Class I problem illustrated in Fig. 19.l(a) and on the boundary conditions possible for the fluid part described by the governing equation (19.5). As we know well, either normal gradients or values of p now need to be specified.
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Fig. 19.3 Boundary conditions for the fluid component of the fluid-structure interaction.



Interface with solid On the boundaries (iJ and 0 in Fig. 19.3 the normal velocities (or their time derivatives) are prescribed. Considering the pressure gradient in the normal direction to the face n we can thus write, by Eq. (19.1), ap- -pi&. = -pn TI v



(19.7) dn where n is the direction cosine vector for an outward pointing normal to the fluid region and 6,,is prescribed. Thus, for instance, on boundary (iJ coupling with the motion of the structure described by displacement u occurs. Here we put



v n = u n = nT..u while on boundary



(19.8)



0 where only horizontal motion exists we have v,



=0



(19.9)



Coupling with the structure motion occurs only via boundary (iJ.



Free surface On the free surface (boundary @ in Fig. 19.3) the simplest assumption is that p=o



(19.10)



However, this does not allow for any possibility of surface gravity waves. These can be approximated by assuming the actual surface to be at an elevation v relative to the mean surface. Now



P =PPI



(19.1 1)



where g is the acceleration due to gravity. From Eq. (19.1) we have, on noting 21, = dV/dt and assuming p to be constant, P---z @V 8P dt2 -



(19.12)
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and on elimination of 71, using Eq. (19.1l), we have a specified normal gradient condition



( 19.13) This allows for gravity waves to be approximately incorporated in the analysis and is known as the linearized surface wave condition.



Radiation boundary Boundary @ physically terminates an infinite domain and some approximation to account for the effect of such a termination is necessary. The main dynamic effect is simply that the wave solution of the governing equation (19.5) must here be composed of outgoing waves only as no input from the infinite domain exists. If we consider only variations in x (the horizontal direction) we know that the general solution of Eq. (19.5) can be written as



p = F ( x - et)



+ G(x + e t )



(19.14)



where c is the wave velocity given by Eq. (19.6) and the two waves F and G travel in positive and negative directions of x , respectively. The absence of the incoming wave G means that on boundary @ we have only p = F ( x - ct)



(19.15)



Thus (19. and (19. 7) where F' denotes the derivative of F with respect to ( x - et). We can therefore eliminate the unknown function F' and write (19.18) which is a condition very similar to that of Eq. (19.13). This boundary condition was first presented in reference 7 for radiating boundaries and has an analogy with a damping element placed there.



19.2.3 Weak form for coupled systems A weak form for each part of the coupled system may be written as described in Chapter 3. Accordingly, for the fluid we can write the differential equation as ( 19.19)
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which after integration by parts and substitution of the boundary conditions described above yields



(19.20) where Qf is the fluid domain and rithe integral over boundary part 0. Similarly for the solid the weak form after integration by parts is given by Su[p,ii



+ STDSu]dR -



Lf



GuTidI' = 0



(19.21)



where for pressure defined positive in compression the surface traction is defined as -



(19.22)



t = -pn, = p n



since the outward normal to the solid is n, now expressed as



= -n.



The traction integral in Eq. (19.21) is (19.23)



(1) In complex physical situations, the interaction between compressibility and internal gravity waves (interaction between acoustic modes and sloshing modes) leads to a modified Helmholz equation. The Eq. (19.5) should then be replaced by a more complex equation: in a stratified medium for instance, the irrotationality condition for the fluid is not totally verified (the fluid is irrotational in a plane perpendicular to the stratification axis).16 (2) The variational formulation defined by Eq. (19.20) is valid in the static case provided the following constraints conditions are added p dR pc2 nTud r = 0 for a compressible fluid filling a cavity, Jr, nTu d r Jr, p / p g d r = 0, for an incompressible liquid with a free surface contained inside a reservoir. The static behaviour is important for the modal response of coupled systems when modal truncation need static corrections in order to accelerate the convergence of the method. This static behaviour is also of prime importance for the construction of reduced matrix models when using dynamic substructuring methods for fluid structure interaction problems. 7, l8



+



s&



+ J&



19.2.4 The discrete coupled system We shall now consider the coupled problem discretized in the standard (displacement) manner with the displacement vector approximated as u



MU



= N,u



(19.24)



and the fluid similarly approximated by p ~ p = PNP -



(19.25)



where u and p are the nodal parameters of each field and Nu and Np are appropriate shape functions.
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The discrete structural problem thus becomes MU



+ Ch +Kii - QP + f = 0



(19.26)



where the coupling term arises due to the pressures (tractions) specified on the boundary as (19.27) The terms of the other matrices are already well known to the reader as mass, damping, stiffness and force. Standard Galerkin discretization applied to the weak form of the fluid equation (19.20) leads to



sp + cp + HP + ~~6



+Q = o



(19.28)



where



(19.29) H=



/a



(VNJTVNP d a



and Q is identical to that of Eq. (19.27).



19.2.5 Free vibrations If we consider free vibrations and omit all force and damping terms (noting that in the fluid component the damping is strictly that due to radiation energy loss) we can write the two equations (19.26) and (19.28) as a set:



["



QT S * ] { Up }+[f



;]{;}=o



(19.30)



and attempt to proceed to establish the eigenvalues corresponding to natural frequencies. However, we note immediately that the system is not symmetric (nor positive definite) and that standard eigenvalue computation methods are not directly applicable. Physically it is, however, clear that the eigenvalues are real and that free vibration modes exist. The above problem is similar to that arising in vibration of rotating solids and special solution methods are available, though It is possible by various manipulations to arrive at a symmetric form and reduce the problem to a standard eigenvalue A simple method proposed by Ohayon proceeds to achieve the symmetrization objective by putting U = iieiWr, p = peiWrand rewriting Eq. (19.30) as KU - QP - w 2 ~ i=i o



Hi, - w2SP - w2QG = 0



(19.31)
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and an additional variable q such that (19.32)



p = w2q



After some manipulation and substitution we can write the new system as



{[;i



M



O



s".



:]-w2[;=



Q (19.33)



:]}{i}=o



which is a symmetric generalized eigenproblem. Further, the variable q can now be eliminated by static condensation and the final system becomes symmetric and now contains only the basic variables. The system (19.32), with static corrections, may lead to convenient reduced matrix models through appropriate dynamic substructuring m e t h o d ~ . ' ~ An alternative that has frequently been used is to introduce a new symmetrizing variable at the governing equation level, but this is clearly not ne~essary.'~''~ As an example of a simple problem in the present category we show an analysis of a three-dimensional flexible wall vibrating with a fluid encased in a 'rigid' container27 (Fig. 19.4).



19.2.6 Forced vi brations and transient step-by-step algorithms The reader can easily verify that the steady-state, linear response to periodic input can be readily computed in the complex frequency domain by the procedures described in Chapter 17. Here no difficulties arise due to the non-symmetric nature of equations and standard procedures can be applied. Chopra and co-workers have, for instance, done many studies of dam/reservoir interaction using such However, such methods are not generally economical for very large problems and fail in nonlinear response studies. Here time-stepping procedures are required in the manner discussed in the previous chapter. However, simple application of methods developed there leads to an unsymmetric problem for the combined system (with ii and p as variables) due to the form of the matrices appearing in (19.30) and a modified approach is ne~essary.~'In this each of the equations (19.26) and (19.28) is first discretized in time separately using the general approaches of Chapter 18. Thus in the time interval A t we can approximate ii using, say, the general SS22 procedure as follows. First we write



ii = iin + ii,r



2



+ a -r2



(19.34)



with a similar expression for p, p = p,



+ p,T + p rL



(19.35)



where r = t - t,. Insertion of the above into Eqs (19.26) and (19.28) and weighting with two separate weightingfunctions results in two relations in which a and fiare the unknowns. These
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Fig. 19.4 Body of fluid with a free surface oscillating with a wall. Circles show pressure amplitude and squares indicate opposite signs. Three-dimensionalapproach using parabolic elements.
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are



Ma+C(un+l+e1Ata) +K(un+l+ke2At2a) -Q(p,+l



+$&At2p) + i n +=,O



(19.36)



and



+ Q ~ U+ ~ ( p , + , +



SP



+q n + l =



0



(19.37)



where



(19.38)



+



ei



are the predictors for the n 1 time step. In the above the parameters ei and are similar to those of Eq. (18.49) and can be chosen by the user. It is interesting to note that the equation system can be put in symmetric form as



[



(M



+ O1AtC + i e2At2K)



-Q



-QT



where the second equation has been multiplied by -1, the unknown replaced by



s



=



$e2nt*p



p has been (19.40)



and the forces are given by (19.41) It is not necessary to go into detail about the computation steps as these follow the usual patterns of determining a and fl and then evaluation of the problem variables, that is U,,+,, pn+l, Un+, and pn+ at tn+ before proceeding with the next time step. Non-linearity of structural behaviour can readily be accommodated using procedures described in Volume 2. It is, however, important to consider the stability of the linear system which will, of course, depend on the choice of ei and Here we find, by using procedures described in Chapter 18, that unconditional stability is obtained when



,



ei.



(19.42)



It is instructive to note that precisely the same result would be obtained if GN22 approximations were used in Eqs (19.34) and (19.35). The derivation of such stability conditions is straightforward and follows precisely the lines of Sec. 18.3.4 of the previous chapter. However, the algebra is sometimes
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tedious. Nevertheless, to allow the reader to repeat such calculations for any case encountered we shall outline the calculations for the present example.



Stability of the fluid-structure time-stepping scheme3' For stability evaluations it is always advisable to consider the modally decomposed system with scalar variables. We thus rewrite Eqs (19.36) and (19.37) omitting the forcing terms and putting Oi = as ma



+ c(un + OIAta)+ k(u, + BIAtUn+$02At2a)



+ 01AtPn + $&At2@)= 0



(19.43)



SP + qa + h(pn+ 81Atp + i02At2/3) = 0



(19.44)



- q(pn



and



To complete the recurrence relations we have



+ Atti,, + 4At2a Un+l = U, + Ata u,,+ 1 = U,



(19.45)



pn+l =pn+Atpn+;At2p Pn+l =Pn



+Alp



The exact solution of the above system will always be of the form



(19.46)



and immediately we put p=-



1-z 1+z



knowing that for stability we require the real part of z to be negative. Eliminating all n + 1 values from Eqs (19.45) and (19.46) leads to



4z2 a= ( 1 - z)At2



4z2



P=(1-z)At2P"



Inserting (19.47) into the system (19.43) and (19.44) gives



(19.47)
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a12 = - 82) a22 = 4s - 2(81 - B2)h‘



(19.49)



bll = 2c’ - k( 1 - 201) b12 = (1 - 2 4 ) q b22 = -(1 - 281)h‘ in which



For non-trivial solutions to exist the determinant of Eq. (19.48) has to be zero. This determinant provides the characteristic equation for z which, in the present case, is a polynomial of fourth order of the form +a2z 2 + a 3z + a4 = 0 Thus use of the Routh-Hurwitz conditions given in Sec. 18.3.4 ensures stability requirements are satisfied, Le., that the roots of z have negative real parts. For the present case the requirements are the following 4



a02 +a1z



a0



>0



3



and



ai 2 0 ,



i = 1,2,3,4



The inequality a11a22 - Q2(4- 62) > 0 is satisfied for m‘,c‘, k, s, h’ 2 0 if



(19.50)



el 2 ; e2 > el The inequality a1 = all [-h’(1 - 261)]



+ [2c’ - k ( l - 281)]a22 2 0



(19.51)



is also satisfied if



el 2 ; e2 2 el The inequalities a2=ailh’+b11b22+a22k+4q2 3 0 a3 = bllh’



+ b22k 2 0



(19.52) (19.53)



are satisfied if (19.50) and (19.51) are satisfied. The inequality a4



= kh’ 2 0



(19.54)



is automatically satisfied. Finally the two inequalities



>~0 2 ala2a3 - 0 0 ~ 3- a4a: > o ala2 - ~



0



3



(19.55) (19.56)



are also satisfied if (19.50) and (19.51) are satisfied. If all the equalities hold then m’s > 0 has to be satisfied. In case m’s = 0 and c’ = 0 then O2 > O1 must be enforced.
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19.2.7 Special case of incompressible fluids If the fluid is incompressible as well as being inviscid, its behaviour is described by a simple laplacian equation V 2 p= 0



(19.58)



obtained by putting c = co in Eq. (19.5). In the absence of surface wave effects and of non-zero prescribed pressures the discrete equation (19.28) becomes simply



Hfi = -QT"



(19.59)



as wave radiation disappears. It is now simple to obtain



p = -H-~QT"



(19.60)



and substitution of the above into the structure equation (19.26) results in



(M + QH-'QT)U + CU + K i i + f = 0



(19.61)



This is now a standard structural system in which the mass matrix has been augmented by an added mass matrix as



M, = Q H - ~ Q ~



(19.62)



and its solution follows the standard procedures of previous chapters. We have to remark that 1. In general the complete inverse of H is not required as pressures at interface nodes only are needed. 2. In general the question of when compressibility effects can be ignored is a difficult one and will depend much on the frequencies that have to be considered in the analysis. For instance, in the analysis of the reservoir-dam interaction much debate on the subject has been re~orded.~' Here the fundamental compressible period may be of order H / c where H is a typical dimension (such as height of the dam). If this period is of the same order as that of, say, earthquake forcing motion then, of course, compressibility must be taken into account. If it is much shorter then its neglect can be justified.



19.2.8 Cavitation effects in fluids In fluids such as water the linear behaviour under volumetric strain ceases when pressures fall below a certain threshold. This is the vapour pressure limit. When this is reached cavities or distributed bubbles form and the pressure remains almost constant. To follow such behaviour a non-linear constitutive law has to be introduced. Although this volume is primarily devoted to linear problems we here indicate some of the steps which are necessary to extend analyses to account for non-linear behaviour. A convenient variable useful in cavitation analysis was defined by Newton32 s = div(pu)



V T (pu)



(19.63)
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where u is the fluid displacement. The non-linearity now is such that



p



= -Kdivu = c2s,



P



= P a - Pv,



i f s < (pa-p,)/c’ if s > ba- p v > / c 2



(19.64)



Here pa is the atmospheric pressure (at which u = 0 is assumed), pv is the vapour pressure and c is the sound velocity in the fluid. Clearly monitoring strains is a difficult problem in the formulation using the velocity and pressure variables [Eq. (19.1) and (19.5)]. Here it is convenient to introduce a displacement potential @ such that pu = -V@



(19.65)



Fig. 19.5 The Bhakra dam-resewoir system.33Interaction during the first second of earthquake motion showing the development of cavitation.
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From the momentum equation (19.1) we see that pu = -V$ = - v p and thus



+p



(19.66)



The continuity equation (19.2) now gives 2



1



s = pdivu = -V $ = ? p =



c



1 .. ?$



(19.67)



in the linear case [with an appropriate change according to conditions (19.64) during cavitation]. Details of boundary conditions, discretization and coupling are fully described in reference 33 and follow the standard methodology previously given. Figure 19.5, taken from that reference, illustrates the results of a non-linear analysis showing the development of cavity zones in a reservoir.



19.3 Soil-pore fluid interaction (Class II problems) 19.3.1 The problem and the governing equations. Discretization It is well known that the behaviour of soils (and indeed other geomaterials) is strongly influenced by the pressures of the fluid present in the pores of the material. Indeed, the concept of efective stress is here of paramount importance. Thus if Q describes the total stress (positive in tension) acting on the total area of the soil and the pores, and p is the pressure of the fluid (positive in compression) in the pores (generally of water), the effective stress is defined as Q’



=a+mp



(19.68)



Here mT = [l, 1, 1, 0, 0, 01 if we use the notation in Chapter 12. Now it is well known that it is only the stress Q’ which is responsible for the deformations (or failure) of the solid skeleton of the soil (excluding here a very small volumetric grain compression which has to be included in some cases). Assuming for the development given here that the soil can be represented by a linear elastic model we have Q’



= DE



(19.69)



Immediately the total discrete equilibrium equations for the soil-fluid mixture can be written in exactly the same form as is done for all problems of solid mechanics:



Mu



+ Cu + jflBTcdC2+ f = 0



(19.70)



where U are the displacement discretization parameters, Le. u~ii=NU



(19.71)



B is the strain-displacement matrix and M, C, f have the usual meaning of mass, damping and force matrices, respectively.
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Now, however, the term involving the stress must be split as



BTodR = JR



Jil



(19.72)



BTddR -



to allow the direct relationship between effective stresses and strains (and hence displacements) to be incorporated. For a linear elastic soil skeleton we immediately have



MU + CU + KU - Qp



+f = 0



(19.73)



where K is the standard stiffness matrix written as



BTo’dR = SR



(IR



BTDBdR)



U = KU



(19.74)



and Q couples the field of pressures in the equilibrium equations assuming these are discretized as p ~p = Npp (19.75) Thus



Q=



J BTmNpdR



(19.76)



R



In the above discretization conventionally the same element shapes are used for the U and p variables, though not necessarily identical interpolations. With the dynamic



equations coupled to the pressure field an additional equation is clearly needed from which the pressure field can be derived. This is provided by the transient seepage equation of the form -VT(kVp)



+ -1p + 6, = 0 Q



(19.77)



where Q is related to the compressibility of the fluid, k is the permeability and E, is the volumetric strain in the soil skeleton, which on discretization of displacementsis given by



~ , = m T ~ = TBii m



(19.78)



The equation of seepage can now be discretized in the standard Galerkin manner as QTU+ S i



+ Hp + q = 0



where Q is precisely that of Eq. (19.76), and 1 S = NT-NPdR H=



10



Q



(VNp)TkVNpdR



(19.79)



(19.80)



with q containing the forcing and boundary terms. The derivation of coupled flowsoil equations was first introduced by B i ~but t ~the~present formulation is elaborated upon in references 30 to 37 where various approximations, as well as the effect of various non-linear constitutive relations, are discussed. We shall not comment in detail on any of the boundary conditions as these are of standard type and are well documented in previous chapters.
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19.3.2 The format of the coupled equations The solution of coupled equations often involves non-linear behaviour, as noted previously in the cavitation problem. However, it is instructive to consider the linear version of Eqs (19.73) and (19.79). This can be written as



[



M 0 O0



I{;}+[



c oS ] ( up] + [ o



QT



K



(19.81)



-Q



Once again, like in the fluid-structure interaction problem, overall asymmetry occurs despite the inherent symmetry of the M, C, K, S and H matrices. As the free vibration problem is of no great interest here, we shall not discuss its symmetrization. In the transient solution algorithm we shall proceed in a similar manner to that described in Sec. 19.2.6 and again symmetry will be observed.



19.3.3 Transient step-by-step algorithm Time-stepping procedures can be derived in a manner analogous to that presented in Sec. 19.2.6. Here we choose to use the GNpj algorithm of lowest order to approximate each variable. Thus for ii we shall use GN22, writing



i,+



1



= i,



+ Atu, + iAt2u, + fp2At2AUn+1



ii:+l +i,62At2Aun+l &,+I



(19.82)



= 6, + A h , , +PlAtAu,,+,



= 6:+1 + ,tllAtAu,+, For the variables p that occur in first-order form we shall use GNl1, as



+



pn+l = p, +At&,, eAtA&,+I



= p:+] + 8AtAp,,+l



(19.83)



etc., denote values that can be ‘predicted’ from known In the above parameters at time tn and Aun+l



-6,



Ai,+,



-in



(19.84)



are the unknowns. To complete the recurrence algorithm it is necessary to insert the above into the coupled governing equations [(19.70) and (19.79)] written at time t n + l . Thus we require the following equalities (19.85)
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in which oh+ is evaluated using the constitutive equation (19.69) in incremental form as and knowledge of CT;



= c T ; + D A E , += ~ CT;+DBA~,+~



(19.86)



In general the above system is non-linear and indeed on many occasions the H matrix itself may be dependent on the values of u due to permeability variations with strain. Solution methods of such non-linear systems will be discussed in Volume 2; however, it is of interest to look at the linear form as the non-linear system usually solves a similar form iteratively. Here insertion of Eqs (19.82), (19.83) and (19.86) into (19.85) results in the equation system



where F1 and F2 are vectors that can be evaluated from loads and solution values at t,. Symmetry in the above is obtained by multiplying Eq. (19.37) by -1 and defining ~ P n + 1=~lAtAPn+l



(19.88)



The solution of Eq. (19.87) and the use of Eqs (19.82) and (19.83) complete the recurrence relation. The stability of the linear scheme can be found by following identical procedures to those used in Sec. 19.2.6 and the result is25that stability is unconditional when



ea;



p22p1



(19.89)



19.3.4 SDecial cases and robustness requirements Frequently the compressibility of the fluid phase, which forms the matrix S, is such that



sxo compared with other terms. Further, the permeability k may on occasion also be very small (as, say, in clays) and HxO leading to so-called 'undrained' behaviour. Now the coefficient matrix in (19.87) becomes of the lagrangian constrained form (see Chapter 1 l), i.e. (19.90)



and is solvable only if where nu and np denote the number of u and p parameters, respectively.
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Fig. 19.6 'Robust' interpolations for the coupled soil-fluid problem.



The problem is indeed identical to that encountered in incompressible behaviour and the interpolations used for the u and p variables have to satisfy identical criteria. As Co interpolation for both variables is necessary for the general case, suitable element forms are shown in Fig. 19.6 and can be used with confidence. The formulation can of course be used for steady-state solutions but it must be remarked that in such cases an uncoupling occurs as the seepage equation can be solved independently. Finally, it is worth remarking that the formulation also solves the well-known soil consolidation problem where the phenomena are so slow that the dynamic term MU tends to 0. However, no special modifications are necessary and the algorithm form is again applicable.



19.3.5 Examples - soil liquefaction As we have already mentioned, the most interesting applications of the coupled soilfluid behaviour is when non-linear soil properties are taken into account. In particular, it is a well-known fact that repeated straining of a granular, soil-likematerial in the absence of the pore fluid results in a decrease of volume (densification) due to particle rearrangement. In Volume 2 we present constitutive equations which include this effect and here we only represent a typical result which they can achieve when used in a coupled soil-fluid solution. When a pore fluid is present, densification will (via the coupling terms) tend to increase the fluid pressures and hence reduce the soil strength. This, as is well known, decreases with the compressive mean effective stress. It is not surprising therefore that under dynamic action the soil frequently loses all of its strength (i.e., liquefies) and behaves almost like a fluid, leading occasionally to catastrophic failures of structural foundations in earthquakes. The reproduction of such phenomena with computational models is not easy as a complete constitutive
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Fig. 19.7 Soil-pressure water interaction. Computation and centrifuge model results compared on a problem of a dyke foundation subject to a simulated earthquake.
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Fig. 19.7 Continued.



behaviour description for soils is imperfect. However, much effort devoted to the subject has produced good r e s ~ l t s ~ ~ and - ~ a* reasonable confidence in predictions achieved by comparison with experimental studies exists. One such study is illustrated in Fig. 19.7 where a comparison with tests carried out in a centrifuge is made.4’>42 In particular the close correlation between computed pressure and displacement with experiments should be noted.



19.3.6 Biomechanics, oil recovery and other applications The interaction between a porous medium and interstitial fluid is not confined to soils. The same equations describe, for instance, the biomechanics problem of bone-fluid interaction in vivo. Applications in this field have been d o c ~ m e n t e d . ~ ~ ’ ~
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On occasion two (or more) fluids are present in the pores and here similar equations can again be to describe the interaction. Problems of ground settlement in oil fields due to oil extraction, or flow of water/oil mixtures in oil recovery are good examples of application of techniques described here.



19.4 Partitioned single-phase systems - implicit-explicit partitions (Class I problems) In Fig. 19.1(b), describing problems coupled by an interface, we have already indicated the possibility of a structure being partitioned into substructures and linked along an interface only. Here the substructures will in general be of a similar kind but may differ in the manner (or simply size) of discretization used in each or even in the transient recurrence algorithms employed. In Chapter 13 we have described special kinds of mixed formulations allowing the linking of domains in which, say, boundary-type approximations are used in one and standard finite elements in the other. We shall not return to this phase and will simply assume that the total system can be described using such procedures by a single set of equations in time. Here we shall only consider a first-order problem (but a similar approach can be extended to the second-order dynamic system): Ca+Ka+f=O



(19.91)



which can be partitioned into two (or more) components, writing



Now for various reasons it may be desirable to use in each partition a different time-step algorithm. Here we shall assume the same structure of the algorithm (SS11) and the same time step (At) but simply a different parameter 6' in each. Proceeding thus as in the other coupled analyses we write



a1 = al, a2 = a2,



+ + 7-a2 7-(111



(19.93)



Inserting the above into each of the partitions and using different weight functions, we obtain



+ + + 6'Atul) + K12(a2, + OAtu2) + f~ = 0 C2lq + C22a2 + K21 (al, + GAtal) + K22(azn+ GAta2) + = 0



Cllul C12u2 Kll(al,



f2



(19.94) (19.95)



This system may be solved in the usual manner for al and u2 and recurrence relations obtained even if 6' and 6 differ. The remaining details of the time-step calculations follow the obvious pattern but the question of coupling stability must be addressed. Details of such stability evaluation in this case are given elsewhere47 but the result is interesting. 1. Unconditional stability of the whole system occurs if



ea+



82;
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< At,..it



where the Atcritcondition is that pertaining to each partitioned system considered without its coupling terms. Indeed, similar results will be obtained for the second-order systems Ma Ca Ka f = 0



+ + +



(19.96)



partitioned in a similar manner with SS22 or GN22 used in each. The reader may well ask why different schemes should be used in each partition of the domain. The answer in the case of implicit-implicit schemes may be simply the desire to introduce different degrees of algorithmic damping. However, much more important is the use of implicit-explicit partitions. As we have shown in both ‘thermal’ and dynamic-type problems the critical time step is inversely proportional to h2 and h (the element size), respectively. Clearly if a single explicit scheme were to be used with very small elements (or very large material property differences) occurring in one partition, this time step may become too short for economy to be preserved in its use. In such cases it may be advantageous to use an explicit scheme (with 8 = 0 in first-order problems, O2 = 0 in dynamics) for a part of the domain with larger elements while maintaining unconditional stability with the same time step in the partition in which elements are small or otherwise very ‘stiff. For this reason such implicit-explicit partitions are frequently used in practice. Indeed, with a lumped representation of matrices C or M such schemes are in effect staggered as the explicit part can be advanced independently of the implicit part and immediately provides the boundary values for the implicit partition. We shall return to such staggered solutions in the next section. The use of explicit-implicit partitions was first recorded in 1978.48-50In the first reference the process is given in an identical manner as presented here; in the second, a different algorithm is given based on an element split (instead of the implied nodal split above) as described next.



Implicit-explicit solution - element partition We again consider the first-order problem given in Eq. (19.91) and split as CIA1



+ CEaE + KIaI + KEaE+ f = 0



(19.97)



where the subscript I denotes an implicit partition and subscript E an explicit one. The recurrence relation for a is now written using GN11 as :a!



= a,



+ ( 1 - 8)Ata, + OAta!i



with arL, = a,



+ (1 - 8)Ata,



The approximations for the split are now taken as



aI = aE = a.,(+A,



(19.98) (19.99)



Staggered solution processes 567 thus yielding the system of equations at iteration j as



(C+ OAtK,)a?L,



+ F(’) = 0



(19.100)



where F(’) contains the loading terms which depend on known values at t, and previous iterate values ( j - 1). The above algorithm has stability properties which depend on the choice of 8. For a linear system with 8 2 0.5 the implicit part is unconditionally stable and stability depends on the Atcritof the explicit e l e r n e n t ~ . ~ ~ ’ ’ ~ Performing only one iteration in each time step is permitted; however improved accuracy in the explicit partition can occur if additional iterations are used, although the cost of each time step is obviously increased.



19.5 Staggered solution processes 19.5.1 General remarks We have observed in the previous section that in the nodal based implicit-explicit partitioning of time stepping it was possible to proceed in a staggered fashion, achieving a complete solution of the explicit scheme independently of the implicit one and then using the results to progress with the implicit partition. It is tempting to examine the possibility of such staggered procedures generally even if each uses an independent algorithm. In such procedures the first equation would be solved with some assumed (predicted) values for the variable of the other. Once the solution for the first system was obtained its values could be substituted in the second system, again allowing its independent treatment. If such procedures can be made stable and reasonably accurate many possibilities are immediately open, for instance: 1 . Completely different methodologies could be used in each part of the coupled system. 2. Independently developed codes dealing efficiently with single systems could be combined. 3. Parallel computation with its inherent advantages could be used. 4. Finally, in systems of the same physics, efficient iterative solvers could easily be developed.



The problems of such staggered solutions have been frequently d i s c ~ s s e d ~ ~ ~ ’ ’ - ’ ~ and on occasion unconditional stability could not be achieved without substantial modification. In the following we shall indicate some options available.



19.5.2 Staggered process of solution in single-phase systems We shall look at this possibility first, having already mentioned it as a special form arising naturally in the implicit-explicit processes of Sec. 19.4. We return here to



568 Coupled systems consider the problem of Eq. (19.91) and the partitioning given in Eq. (19.92). Further, for simplicity we shall assume a diagonal form of the C matrix, i.e., that the problem is posed as



e



As we have already remarked, the use of 8 = 0 in the first equation and b 0.5 in the second [see Eqs (19.94) and (19.95)] allowed the explicit part to be solved independently of the implicit. Now, however, we shall use the same 8 in both equations but in the first of the approximations, analogous to Eq. (19.94), we shall insert a predicted value for the second variable: a2 = 6; = a2,,



(19.102)



This is similar to the treatment of the explicit part in the element split of the implicitexplicit scheme and gives in place of Eq. (19.94) Cllal



+ Kll(al,,+ 8Atal) = -fl



- K12a2,,



( 19.103)



allowing direct solution for al. Following this step, the second equation can be solved for a2 with the previous value of al inserted, i.e. C22a2



+ K22(azn+ 8Ata2) = -f2



- K21(aln



+ 8Atal)



( 19.104)



This scheme is unconditionally stable if 0 2 0.5, i.e., the total system is stable provided each stagger is unconditionally stable. A similar condition holds for linear second-order dynamic problems. Obviously, however, some accuracy will be lost as the approximation of Eq. (19.103) is that of the explicit form in a2. The approximation is consistent and hence convergence will occur. The advantage of using the staggered process in the above is clear as the equation solving, even though not explicit, is now confined to the magnitude of each partition and computational economy occurs. Futher, it is obvious that precisely the same procedures can be used for any number of partitions and that again the same stability conditions will apply. Define the arrays



(19.105)
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=KL+K~ and consider the partition



Ca



+ KLa + KuaP + f = 0



(19.107)



Introducing now the approximation



ai = ai,



+ 7ai



(19.108)



and using Eq. (19.102) gives the discrete form



Ca



+ KL(a, + BAta) + Kuan + f = 0 (C + KLBAta) + Ka, + f = 0



( 19.109)



In approximating the first equation set it is necessary to use predicted values for a2, a3, . . -,ak, writing in place of Eq. (19.103),



Cllal



+ K11 (al, + BAtal)+ K12a2,+ K13a3,+ . .. +



fl



=0



(19.110)



and continue similarly to (19.104), with the predicted values now continually being replaced by better approximations as the solution progresses. The partitioning of Eq. (19.105) can be continued until only a single equation set is obtained. Then at each step the equation that requires solving for ai is of the form



(Cii



+ BAtKii)ai = Fi



(19.111)



where Fi contains the effects of the load and all the previously computed ai. For partitions where each submatrix is a scalar Eq. (19.111) is a scalar equation and computation is thus fully explicit and yet preserves unconditional stability for 0 > 0.5. This type of partitioning and the derivation of an unconditionally stable explicit scheme was first proposed by Zienkiewicz et. ai.’’ An alternative and somewhat more limited scheme of a similar kind was given by T r ~ j i l l o . ~ ~ Clearly the error in the approximation in the time step decreases as the solution sweeps through the partitions and hence it is advisable to alter the sweep directions during the computation. For instance, in Fig. 19.8 we show quite reasonable accuracy for a one-dimensional heat-conduction problem in which the explicit-split process was used with alternating direction of sweeps. Of course the accuracy is much inferior to that exhibited by a standard implicit scheme with the same time step, though the process could be used quite effectively as an iteration to obtain steady-state solutions. Here many other options are also possible.
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Fig. 19.8 Accuracy of an explicit-split procedure compared with a standard implicit process for heat conduction of a bar.



It is, for instance, of interest to consider the system given in Eq. (19.105) as originating from a simple finite difference approximation to, say, a heat-conduction equation on the rectangular mesh of Fig. 19.9. Here it is well known that the so-called alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme57presents an efficient solution for both transient and steady-state problems. It is fairly obvious that the scheme simply represents the procedure just outlined with partitions representing lines of nodes such as (1,5,9,13), (2,6,10,14), etc., of Fig 19.9 alternating with partitions (1,2,3,4), (5,6,7,8), etc. Obviously the bigger the partition, the more accurate the scheme becomes, though of course at the expense of computational costs. The concept of the staggered partition clearly allows easy adoption of such procedures in the finite element context. Here irregular partitions arbitrarily chosen could be made but so far applications



Fig. 19.9 Partitions corresponding to the well-known AD1 (alternating direction implicit) finite difference scheme.
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have only been recorded in regular mesh subdivision^.^^ The field of possibilities is obviously large. Use in parallel computation is obvious for such procedures. A further possibility which has many advantages is to use hierarchical variables based on, say, linear, quadratic and higher expansions and to consider each set of these variables as a p a r t i t i ~ n Such . ~ ~ procedures are particularly efficient in iteration if coupled with suitable prec~nditioning~~ and form a basis of multigrid procedures.



19.5.3 Staggered schemes in fluid-structure systems and stabilization processes The application of staggered solution methods in coupled problems representing different phenomena is more obvious, though, as it turns out, more difficult. For instance, let us consider the linear discrete fluid-structure equations with damping omitted, written as [see Eqs (19.26) and (19.28)]



(19.1 12) where we have omitted the tilde superscript for simplicity. For illustration purposes we shall use the GN22 type of approximation for both variables and write using Eq. (19.82)



(19.1 13)



which together with Eq. (19.112) written at t = completes the system of equations requiring simultaneous solution for A&+ and Ap, + Now a staggered solution of a fairly obvious kind would be to write the first set of equations (19.112) corresponding to the structural behaviour with a predicted (approximate) value of P , , + ~= p:+ 1 , as this would allow an independent solution for Aii, + writing



MU,+1 +Ku,+l



= -f+Qp:+l



(19.114)



This would then be followed by the solution of the fluid problem for Apn+I writing Spn+l + H u , + ~= - q - Q T U , + l



(19.115)



This scheme turns out, however, to be only conditionally stable,47even if



pi and



Piare chosen so that unconditional stability of a simultaneous solution is achieved. (The stability limit is indeed the same as if a fully explicit scheme were chosen for the fluid phase.) Various stabilization schemes can be used here.25i47 One of these is given below. In this Eq. (19.114) is augmented to



MUn+l+ ( K + Q S



-1



QT )un+1 = - f + Q P f : + l



+QS- 1 QT uPn + l



(19.1 16)
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before solving for Ai$,+1. It turns out that this scheme is now unconditionally stable provided the usual conditions



;



P2 2 P1 P1 2 are satisfied. Such stabilization involves the inverse of S but again it should be noted that this needs to be obtained only for the coupling nodes on the interface. Another stable scheme involves a similar inversion of H and is useful as incompressible behaviour is automatically given. Similar stabilization processes have been applied with success to the soil-fluid system.60'61
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roof systems - Description 

good application, and a commitment by building owners to maintenance. ..... asphalt. (NRCA Roofing and Waterproofing Manual.) ...... E-mail: [email protected].
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